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Perspectives on this issue of the IJSSamreen Rizvi, our student Guest Editor, has said it all in her
perspectives on the students contributions to this issue. I could
not have done better. Students always have been, are and always
will be vital for without them the profession would wither and
perish. Fortunately this will never happen due to the fascination
of medicine in general and surgery in particular. I am delighted
that at least 4 of the articles explore training in different parts of
the world. Apprenticeship has become a dirty word in the mouths
of medical educationalists who fail to realize from their ivory
towers that medicine is centered around patients and surgery is
a craft specialty. In the words of Sir William Osler who was
Professor of medicine in Oxford:
‘‘To study the phenomenon of disease without books is to sail an
unchartered sea, while to study books without patients is not to go
to sea at all’’.
Over and above our student contributions 2 original research
papers and 6 clinical articles are included in this issue. Also Hazel
Thornton has reported on the Equator Network Meeting on trans-
parency in health research. I am pleased to say she acknowledges
that our journal has always taken this seriously and led the ﬁeld
in this aspect of surgical journalism. It is with great pride that I
can report that the Editorial Committee were so impressed with
this that the Harold Ellis Prize for 2008 has been awarded to
Agha et al. for their article (The reporting quality of randomised
controlled trials in surgery: A systematic review) a few issues
past on this subject. Ms. Thornton quotes Sir Ian Chalmers who in
turn quotes Maimonides ‘‘Teach thy tongue to say I do not know
and thou shall prosper’’.
We also publish a letter informing of 2 gastric vascular malfor-
mations masquerading as GISTs. It is a pleasure to include 2 papers
from China, one a very practical one on designing a simple, inex-
pensive drain, and the other a comprehensive review from Hong1743-9191/$ – see front matter  2008 Surgical Associates Ltd. Published by Elsevier Lt
doi:10.1016/j.ijsu.2008.10.016Kong on themanagement of pancreatic cystic neoplasms. A difﬁcult
subject well covered with practical advice.
The 2 research articles included both embrace studies in rats on
technical aspects of surgery. The one from Kosovo showing original
practical research in the 21st century, when so much is concen-
trated looking at genetic and immunological problems, is still
possible.
Finally I should like to draw your attention to the article on
emergency lists. In the United Kingdom following the National
Conﬁdential Enquiry into Peri-Operative Deaths there were moves
to ensure that all hospitals have an available emergency Operating
Room available every day. This paper shows these are underutilized
and that it is irrelevant if it is a half day list whether this is held in
themorning or afternoon. It is a pity they did not extend their study
to see if this under use was due to poor management or lack of
manpower.
We are fast drawing to the close of yet another year. The world
wide recessionwill affect us all andwemust ensure it does not have
dilatory effects on our patients. In 2009 our journal will be available
on-line only as we believe this is the way forward and is our small
contribution to creating less paper. The idea of a paperless ofﬁce
mooted with the advent of the desktop PC never materialized.
Perhaps we can rekindle this hope and aspiration.
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